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A: A BETTER YEAR BY:
BUILDING GREEN

1.

BUILD WITH BOISE CASCADE:
CERTIFIED GREEN ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS.

1. Boise Cascade Engineered Wood Products are now
available FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) Chainof-Custody certified, earning eligibility
for LEED® credits under
USGBC® residential and
commercial green building
programs such as LEED® for
Homes and LEED® for New
Construction.
2. Boise Cascade Engineered Wood
Products are also available SFI®
(Sustainable Forestry Initiative®) Chainof-Custody or
Fiber-Sourcing
certified, helping
SFI-00004
builders earn

green building credits under National Green Building
Standard™ ICC®700-2008 programs.
3. Boise Cascade Engineered Wood
Products are also NAHB Research
Center Green Approved, contributing to
builders’ ability to obtain credits under
the National Green Building Standard™
ICC®700-2008.
4. Boise Cascade’s comprehensive Chain-of-Custody
tracking system documents sourcing of all wood
fiber purchased, ensuring that none gets into Boise
Cascade inventory unless it comes from acceptable
sources. The process tracks and records possession
and transfer of wood and fiber from forests of origin
through stages of production to the end user.
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This 8-page booklet is now available to provide information about Boise Cascade
Engineered Wood Products (EWP) business practices that can help builders use less
energy in the building process and construct homes that save energy and reduce the cost
of ownership.
It’s the A to Z of Boise Cascade engineered wood products, design, and construction
processes that contribute to green building. “A” notes that Boise Cascade engineered wood
products are made using renewable resource wood fiber. “Z” lists all nine points of Boise
Cascade’s stated environmental policy. In between, you’ll find 24 more business practices
about everything from third-party certification, to eligibility for green building credits, to a
comparison of wood vs. steel or concrete as a basic building material, to reducing waste – even things like
building in fewer days to reduce jobsite trips, unnecessary driving, energy waste and vehicle emissions. You can view
and download this booklet at www.bc.com/21gr.
Later in the first quarter, Boise Cascade will introduce yet another green building resource, a Verification of Attributes
Report published by the International Code Council® Evaluation Services (ICC® -ES SAVE), that you will be able to view
and download at www.bc.com/21gr.
Great prod
ucts

are only the

beginning.™

2.

BUILD WITH STRONG, STABLE BOISE CASCADE ENGINEERED
WOOD PRODUCTS:

HELP PREVENT SQUEAKS, SHRINKAGE AND OTHER DIMENSION LUMBER
PROBLEMS, AND EARN GREEN BUILDING POINTS.
Framing goes faster with code-approved, proprietary
Boise Cascade Engineered Wood Products that don’t
vary in size like dimension lumber can — helping
prevent floor squeaks caused by shrinkage and other
BCI ® JOIST
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) BCI® Joists offer about
20% greater bending strength than dimension lumber
joists, yet use about half the wood fiber. 2) The dimensional
consistency and stability of BCI® Joists helps prevent floor
squeaks. 3) BCI® Joists offer wide flanges, making framing
easier and faster. GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Greater strength
and higher design values may mean fewer BCI® Joists are
needed, extending valuable forest resources. 2) With BCI®
Joists, there’s less waste. 3) Less weight means less fuel to
deliver to jobsites. 4) And no flawed pieces to be picked up.
NAHB RESEARCH CENTER GREEN APPROVED CERTIFICATE
NO. 00080
INFORMATION: bc.com/21ways2

VERSA-LAM®
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) VersaLam® is highest quality laminated
veneer product made to tight tolerances
for beams, headers, stair stringers and
columns. 2) Versa-Lam® offers higher
design values than dimension lumber.
3) Versa-Lam® is made at an ideal 10%
moisture content, eliminating twisting,
shrinking and splitting to deliver flatter,
quieter floors, and better-operating
doors and windows.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Versa-Lam® is
stronger than dimension lumber, using
less wood fiber to achieve the same
result. 2) Correct moisture content
means eliminating wasteful callbacks.
NAHB RESEARCH CENTER GREEN
APPROVED CERTIFICATE NO. 00082
INFORMATION: bc.com/21ways2

problems. Boise Cascade Engineered Wood Products
also have higher design values and none of the
instability, twisting and shrinking that can occur with
dimension lumber.

ALLJOIST®
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) ALLJoist® products feature solid-sawn flanges
made from black spruce, a dense, strong wood. 2) These joists offer wide
flanges, making framing fast and easy. 3) Available throughout the Eastern U.S.
and Canada.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Higher design values may mean fewer ALLJoist®
products in a structure, extending forest resources. 2) Lighter weight also
means less fuel to transport them.
NAHB RESEARCH CENTER GREEN APPROVED CERTIFICATE NO. 00081
INFORMATION: bc.com/21ways2

VERSA-STUD®
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) The straightness
and consistency of Versa-Stud® laminated veneer
framing lumber helps windows, doors and cabinets
install more quickly, require less shimming, and
operate better. 2) It’s made to tight tolerances,
straight and stable, for use in tall walls, stairwells,
entrance door walls, window walls, elevator shafts
and walls where cabinets or wall tile will
be installed.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Versa-Stud®
products contribute to faster framing and
smoother walls, which can reduce
the number of finishing days, for
fewer jobsite trips and less energy
use. 2) Low, uniform moisture
content means windows and doors
operate smoothly, the way they
were designed.
NAHB RESEARCH CENTER GREEN
APPROVED CERTIFICATE NO. 00082
INFORMATION: bc.com/21ways2

VERSA-RIM® rim boards are also made from
strong Versa-Lam® LVL and are one-step rim
boards designed for use in with Boise Cascade‘s
other products. They match BCI® and ALLJoist®
depths, need no special backing, and come in
long lengths.
NAHB RESEARCH CENTER GREEN APPROVED
CERTIFICATE NO. 00083
INFORMATION: bc.com/21ways2

20% STRONGER THAN
DIMENSION LUMBER,
HALF THE WOOD FIBER.
BCI® Joists are about
20% stronger and stiffer
than dimension lumber,
yet consume about half
the wood fiber. You build
stronger structures with
fewer trees cut.

B: A BETTER YEAR BY:
OPTIMIZING THE
BUILDING PROCESS

3.

PLAN FLOOR PERFORMANCE AND REDUCE WASTE
WITH BC CALC® SOFTWARE:

4.

REDUCE DESIGN TIME AND GET
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION
TOOLS WITH BC FRAMER®:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Boise Cascade EWP floors
can be designed
to exact deflection
criteria to fit your
cost/benefit analysis.
2) You can give floors
a solid feeling with
pre-determined floor
performance, and
remove excess material

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) BC Framer® software helps
customers create floor and roof framing plans quickly and
accurately using integrated analysis with BC Calc® software.
2) This easy-to-use computer-aided drafting program develops
layouts and creates piece and price reports. 3) BC Framer®
can also output the electronic tools listed below that make the
construction process faster and smarter.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) BC Framer® software construction tools
such as material lists, squaring diagrams, precise cut lists and
framing placement plans virtually eliminate waste. 2) Accuracy to

5.

without diminishing the home’s quality. 3) Design
beams and joists individually, and quickly check
them from an engineering perspective. 4) “Best
beam” and “Best joist” automatically appear as timesaving options.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Build in high performance
floors without wasting material. 2) Eliminate
errors that necessitate callbacks and unnecessary
jobsite trips.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways3

1/16" can also
mean faster
framing,
reduced cycle
time and
fewer jobsite
trips.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways4

START WITH A SQUARE STRUCTURE, WITH OUR
SQUARING DIAGRAMS:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS:
1) Boise Cascade squaring diagrams
locate foundation and sill plates
with precise lineal and diagonal
dimensions, so homes are built
square and accurate. 2) It takes only
minutes to get these dimensions
correct so the home is laid out
square, level and plumb.

GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Use of Boise Cascade
squaring diagrams can mean time saved
installing windows, doors, subflooring, cabinets
and other steps down the line, for reduced
cycle time and less driving. 2) A precise
structure also makes possible recision precutting, which can mean 4-8% material savings
vs. typical 2' rounding in the average home.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways5

6.

7.

ORDER ONLY WHAT’S NEEDED WITH
ACCURATE MATERIAL LISTS:
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS:
1) BC FRAMER® software gives you an exact material list so you order
only the material you need to build each plan. 2) The benefit keeps
on giving whether you’re building a plan one time or 1,000. You save
money, material and time. 3) And with Boise Cascade Engineered Wood
Products, every piece is usable, so there’s no over-ordering and no
returns necessary.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) No more having to throw in extra material that ends
up as waste. 2) And no more wasting fuel to pick up returns.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways6

PREVENT COSTLY FRAMING MISTAKES WITH FRAMING
PLACEMENT PLANS:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Assure
your homes are built correctly with Boise
Cascade framing placement plans and
detail schematics showing placement of
framing components. 2) Framing plans
eliminate guesswork and help crews frame
right every time. 3) Inspectors who see
framing plans in use on the job know your
work is to spec. 4) The framing plan also
contains a bill of materials, design loads, a
list of connectors, detail drawings and 3D
views to clarify the plan.
GREEN BENEFIT: Correctly framed
structures the first time mean less waste,
time savings, and fewer jobsite trips and
wasted driving.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways7

8.
WHAT MAKES A FLOOR
SQUEAK?
Squeaks are often caused by
a dimension lumber joist
that dried to shorter height
between two full-depth ones.
When the subfloor doesn’t
snug down to the middle joist,
the nail can push in and out
as people walk by.

MANAGE PROJECTS BETTER ONLINE
WITH BOISE PLANSROOM™:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) BOISE PlansRoom™ is a management tool
that lets you post projects online and manage them from start to finish.
2) You’ll cut costs and manage projects better, including marking up and
coordinating changes online. 3) You’ll always have current plans available
online to team members — safe with a multi-level permission system that
limits access to authorized viewers. Changes are made immediately, reposted, and team members are automatically notified by email.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Better management eliminates waste and can
shorten cycle time. 2) Better communication means fewer mistakes and
delays, and less wasted material. 3) You can also eliminate mountains of
wasted paper working in this modern paperless environment.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways8

C: A BETTER YEAR BY:

CONTROLLING COSTS

9.

SAVE TIME WITH CUT LISTS
TO 1/16” ACCURACY:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS:
1) BC FRAMER® software gives
you exact cut lists accurate
to 1/16". 2) You’ll frame consistently
better homes in less time.
GREEN BENEFIT:
Framing homes in less time
means shorter cycle times,
fewer jobsite days, and
fewer trips to the jobsite.
INFORMATION:
www.bc.com/21ways9

10.

BOISE CASCADE OPERATES THE
WORLD’S LARGEST I-JOIST/LVL PLANTS.
And we’ve been expanding production capacity
during the slowdown. We’re ready.

ELIMINATE COSTLY, TIME-CONSUMING CALLBACKS FOR
FRAMING PROBLEMS:
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) No more spending
hard-earned dollars on callbacks to fix dimension
lumber problems when floors squeak or drying studs
twist in a wall. 2) No more taking the carpet up or
tearing walls out, buying replacement pieces, reinstalling, mudding sheetrock and repainting walls or
re-laying carpet. Floor and wall repair callbacks can
run from around $90 to $600 or more depending on
the seriousness and how soon problems are caught.
And, of course, once homebuyers find one flaw, they
could be on the lookout for others.
GREEN BENEFITS: Besides cutting building material
waste, eliminating callbacks also means eliminating
the waste of fuel and needless driving with extra
jobsite trips.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways10

D: A BETTER YEAR WITH:

NEW AND BETTER WAYS
TO FRAME
GET MULTI-STORY SOLUTIONS FOR
11. MULTI-FAMILY AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL:
PRODUCTIVITY BENEFIT: 1) BC FRAMER® software
can draw up to medium-sized multistory units.
2) BC Framer ® software can also provide material lists
for multi-family and light construction.
GREEN BENEFIT: You can multiply Boise Cascade
Engineered Wood Products waste reduction efforts
times multiple floors in many multi-story design and
framing projects.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways11

12.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH BOISE CASCADE’S
CONDITIONED AIRSPACE HVAC FRAMING SYSTEM:


30' 0"

START FRAMING HERE
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15D17

19

C7
8"

13
D34

13
OJ-A

11

c.,

Series

De pth

400s, 400

9 1/2"
11 7/8", 14"

Filler Block(1) (2)
2 x 6 lumber (3)
2 x 8 lumber (3)

Nailing Patte rn
2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered & clinched

450s, 450

9 1/2"
11 7/8", 14"
16"

2 x 6 lumber
2 x 8 lumber
2 x 10 lumber

2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c .,
staggered & clinched

500s, 500

9 1/2"
11 7/8", 14"
16"
11 7/8", 14"
16"
11 7/8", 14"
16"
18" & 20"

2 x 6 lumber
2 x 8 lumber
2 x 10 lumber
2 x 8 lumber + 1/2" wood panel
2 x 10 lumber + 1/2" wood panel
2 x 8 lumber + 5/8" wood panel
2 x 10 lumber + 5/8" wood panel
2 x 12 lumber + 5/8" wood panel

2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered & clinched

600s
650

900s, 90XL 11 7/8", 14"
16"
90XL
18" & 20"

Double 2 x 8 lumber
Double 2 x 10 lumber
Double 2 x 12 lumber

C4
8" Tab

D33

D32

D31

D30

D29

D28

D15

D39
C1
10" Tab

2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered & clinched

C9
6" Tab

C5
7" Tab

2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered & clinched

12

12

12

12

12

2 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered, nailed from both sides

C10
6" Tab

3 rows 10d nails @12" o.c.,
staggered, nailed from both sides

Note s:
1) Filler block is required between BCI’s for the full length of span.
2) Leave 1/8” gap between top of filler block and bottom of top flange.
3) 1 1/8” plywood/OSB m ay be used as filler block if double 400s/400 joists are supported by hangers.

Double Joist with Filler
N.T.S.

C11
6" Tab
17

19

D27

D25

D23

D22

D21

D20

D19

D24

19

18
40' 0"

BCI joist blocking
required for
cantilever

OSB Rim

10

C3
7" Tab

30' 0"

For top loaded conditions only. For side loaded conditions, consult the Boise Cascade Installation Guide

F58

C12
6"

C2
8" Tab

3 rows 10d nails @ 12" o.c.,
staggered & clinched

  































































































































 








 












C8
12" (+2")
F06A

3
C14
8"
8d nails @ 6" O.C.

D16
Cantilever with OSB Rim
N.T.S.

F05

2

6(2)

D38

D37

D185

D36
2

2

5

5

4

3

1






C6
6"

14

D35

1

2







15
D26
Offset Joist with Graphics
N.T.S.

FILLER BLOCK

1

2




3" max
3" max
Boise I-Joist can be offset up to 3" to avoid vertical plumbing.

OJ-A



1

3

ABC
C
L Joist

C
L Joist

BCI Joist Blocking.
2000 lb/ft. vertical load
capacity.

7(2)
9
8



8





8



C13
6" Tab

8d nails @ 6" O.C.

BCI JOIST WITH MID-SPAN BLOCKING NO TOP
F06A
N.T.S.

16

19

5700 pounds per foot
vertical load capacity.

2' 0"

18

19





Do not

cut, notch or drill flanges and
do not cut flanges and web.

OBS RIM BOARD




F05


B RIM
OS

ABC

OSB RIM OSB RIM
N.T.S.

13.

10' 9-1/2"

10' 1-1/2"





















PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS:
1) Boise Cascade’s conditioned airspace HVAC framing system for
2-story homes runs a single HVAC line through the 2nd floor framing to
ceiling vents on the 1st floor and floor vents on the 2nd. 2) Installation
should costs about the same as current methods. 3) You get apples/
apples bids when you design and manage the spec. 4) Also perfect for
slab-on-grade construction.
GREEN BENEFIT:
1) Running the line through conditioned space instead of crawl space
or attic can reduce heating/cooling costs up to 20-35% annually
for the life of the home. 2) Installation time savings will mean fewer
jobsite days and less energy use.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways12

FRAME BETTER WITH BCI® JOISTS AND ALLJOIST®
PRODUCTS INSTEAD OF FLOOR TRUSSES:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) BCI® Joists and
ALLJoist® products are made with ideal 10% moisture
content, while kiln-dried floor trusses can have up to
19% moisture — so shrinkage, warping and squeaks
can occur. 2) Because floor trusses may have different
tops and bottoms or lefts and rights and a bearing
point, they could accidentally be installed incorrectly.
BCI® Joists and ALLJoist® products are the same top
and bottom, so they go in correctly either way. 3) BCI®
Joists weigh only about 3 lbs./foot — light and easy to
handle. 4) They can also be trimmed on the jobsite,
many trusses can’t. 5) Boise Cascade joists also come
with a lifetime guarantee.

GREEN BENEFITS:
1) While some floor
trusses may be
made using certified
lumber, many aren’t.
2) Every BCI® Joist and
ALLJoist® product is
available FSC ® or SFI®
Chain-of-Custody certified and made with renewable
resources — wood fiber purchased in compliance with
the strict procurement requirements of FSC® or SFI®.
INFORMATION: call 800-232-0788

E: A BETTER YEAR WITH:
BETTER BUILT HOMES
IN LESS TIME:

14.

NAIL FASTER WITH EXTRA-WIDE FLANGE BCI® JOISTS
AND ALLJOISTS:

15.

BUILD IN BETTER-FITTING WINDOWS AND® DOORS FOR
THE LIFE OF THE HOME WITH VERSA-LAM HEADERS:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) BCI® Joists and Alljoists
nail a little faster than other brands. With the widest family
of flange widths in the industry, your crews can nail on the
run because there’s a wider surface to nail to. 2) BCI® Joists
are also stronger than dimension lumber joists. 6000-series
BCI® Joists are about 35% stronger and stiffer
than dimension lumber joists, so fewer may be
needed. GREEN BENEFITS: 1) BCI® Joists
use about 50% less wood fiber than dimension
lumber joists, so about half the number of trees
are cut. 2) And because BCI® Joists are superior quality
compared to dimension lumber joists, every piece is usable
– where dimension lumber studs often must be culled in a

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Stable, dimensionallyperfect Versa-Lam®
headers, beams and
columns are stronger
than dimension
lumber, so fewer
may be needed.
2) Versa-Lam®
eliminates twisting,
shrinking and splitting

wasteful, time-consuming process to separate usable from
unusable lumber.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/bcijoist

and delivers flatter, quieter floors, better operating doors
and windows, more solid staircases, and in general,
better homes. Say good-bye to callbacks
for material defects. GREEN BENEFITS:
1) Versa-Lam® is made by peeling each tree
and using nearly all of it for structural lumber,
so fewer trees are cut. 2) Versa-Lam® products
contribute to faster framing, fewer framing days, fewer
jobsite trips and less energy consumption.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-lam

16.

FRAME AND FINISH WALLS FASTER WITH
VERSA-STUD® FRAMING:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Versa-Stud® laminated
veneer framing lumber can mean straighter walls that go
in faster, with fewer problems. 2) Less finishing time is
usually required because there’s less mudding to do on
these uniformly straight walls.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Because they’re stronger than dimension
lumber studs, fewer may be required, which could mean
fewer trees harvested. 2) Better construction means an end to
callbacks and multiple wasteful jobsite trips to make repairs.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-stud

LESS WEIGHT MEANS
LOWER SHIPPING COSTS
BCI® Joists and AllJoists
weigh about half as much as
dimension lumber joists,so
per‑mile transportation costs are
lower and fuel is saved.

17.

BUILD TALL WALLS EASIER
WITH VERSA-STUD® AND
VERSA-LAM® FRAMING:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) It’s easier to frame and
finish tall walls with Versa-Stud® and Versa-Lam® products
because they frame so square and flat.
2) These premium framing products are made
from long, straight Boise Cascade EWP laminated
veneer lumber. It’s especially productive for tall
walls, stairwells, entrance door walls, window
walls, elevator shafts and wherever cabinets will be
installed in the home.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Versa-Stud® and Versa-Lam® can help
eliminate callbacks caused by dimension lumber problems,
which can mean less driving and wasted fuel. 2) Faster
assembly means fewer framing days and jobsite trips, so less
energy wasted.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-stud or
vwww.bc.com/versa-lam

F: A BETTER YEAR WITH:
SUPPORT YOU CAN TAKE
TO THE BANK:

18.

GET EXPERT PERSONALIZED FIELD SERVICE
AND SUPPORT:

19.

GET FIELD PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING
AND CONTINUOUS INNOVATION:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Get expert Boise
Cascade EWP engineering support, load development
training and field support from dedicated engineered
wood professionals. It’s full-service not available from
transactional suppliers. 2) Also get job-specific evaluation of
Boise Cascade EWP product repairs if necessary. 3) Boise
Cascade EWP Area Managers may also be available to
help give builder personnel product knowledge training,
to help you take better advantage of Boise Cascade
Engineered Wood Products and services.
YOUR AREA MANAGER: www.bc.com/wood/ewp/
AreaMgrs.html

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) Boise EWP Area
Managers are uniquely qualified to help you plan your
floor performance designed to your deflection criteria
and cost/benefit analysis. They can help give your

floors a solid feeling with pre-determined performance
engineering, and remove excess material without
diminishing the home’s quality. 2) Example: Re-thinking
a post-and-beam plan recently, removing rows of stem
walls, 30 posts and pads, and extending spans for
a strong yet lower-cost solution. 3) Or a new way
of looking at 19.2" together with larger beams and
larger BCI® Joists or AllJoists to reduce the material
bill while strengthening the floor. 4) Boise Cascade is
developing other regional solutions based on building
customs and environmental opportunities. Check
with your Boise EWP Area Manager to see what
Boise Cascade has cooking in your area.
GREEN BENEFITS: 1) Having a performance plan
lets you build with enough product to do the job, but
not waste material. 2) Solutions using less wood fiber
to achieve the same purpose are as green as it gets.
YOUR AREA MANAGER: www.bc.com/wood/
ewp/AreaMgrs.html

New light commercial/multi-family Deep-Joist
BCI® 90e and Alljoist ® AJS 30

20.

ACCOMPLISH MORE WITH OUR
ALWAYS-ACCESSIBLE ONLINE TOOLS:

PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS: 1) You’ll always find the latest
Boise EWP builder support materials at www.bc.com/ewp.
2) Or call 800-232-0788 and we’ll get them right out to you.
3) Or request hard copies of Boise Cascade EWP Specifier
or Builder Guides
through your Boise
Cascade EWP dealer.
4) Or contact your
Boise Cascade Area
Manager:
www.bc.com/wood/
ewp/AreaMgrs.html
GREEN BENEFIT:
Faster, paperless
solutions mean
reduced cycle time
and fewer jobsite trips.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways20

21.

Dimension lumber

66'

Boise Cascade EWP

REPLACE “SORRY, NO GUARANTEE”
WITH OUR “LIFETIME GUARANTEE”:

How much longer are you going to put up with framing
materials that cause callbacks and don’t come with
a guarantee? Floor trusses, dimension lumber joists
and dimension lumber beams are among the framing
materials that usually aren’t guaranteed. When you
frame a Boise Cascade Engineered Wood floor, Boise

HOW CAN BOISE
CASCADE MAKE 24"
DEEP BEAMS FROM 10"
DIAMETER TREES?
Boise Cascade Versa-Lam®
beams are up to 66' long, made
from smaller, younger trees.
Boise Cascade peels each tree,
tests and dries veneers to low
moisture content, laminates
and combines them with other
products to make engineered
wood products. The result is
stronger lumber that uses less
wood fiber.

Boise Cas
cade
EW P
Lifetime
Guarante
e

Cascade will be there standing behind it for the life of
the structure. And that’s a guarantee you can take to
the bank.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/21ways21

FASTER NAILING, EXTRA-WIDE-FLANGE
BCI® JOISTS

Wider flanged BCI® Joists nail faster than typical joists. With the widest family of flanges, your
crews can nail on the run because there’s a wider surface to nail into.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/bcijoist

BETTER-FITTING WINDOWS AND DOORS
WITH VERSA-LAM® HEADERS

Stable, dimensionally perfect Versa-Lam® lumber headers, beams, and columns are stronger
than dimension lumber, so less may be needed. Versa-Lam® products won’t cause callbacks
by twisting, warping and sending windows and doors out of alignment like other dimensional
lumber header materials can.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-lam

FASTER FRAMING AND FINISHING
WITH VERSA-STUD® WALLS

Versa-Stud® product can mean straighter walls that require less finishing time and fewer trips to
the jobsite. It also helps eliminate callbacks caused by dimension lumber problems, and is easy
to finish because it’s so flat.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-stud

EASIER TALL WALLS WITH VERSA-STUD®
AND VERSA-LAM® FRAMING

It’s easier to build and finish tall walls with Versa-Stud® and Versa-Lam® products because they
frame so flat. These premium framing products are made from long, straight Boise Cascade
EWP laminated veneer lumber. Especially productive for tall walls, stairwells, entrance door
walls, window walls, elevator shafts and wherever cabinets will be installed in the home.
INFORMATION: www.bc.com/versa-stud

WHY BOISE CASCADE ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS ARE BETTER FOR BUILDING:
Dimension lumber:
Different depths can cause floor squeaks
Often has deep cracks, knots and other imperfections
Often milled at 18-20% moisture content or more, which
can cause warping and twisting as it dries
Inconsistent structural characteristics because of
natural flaws
Not as strong as engineered wood, so more may be needed
Often impossible to know if it’s certified green
because of distribution methods

Boise Cascade Engineered Wood Products:
Always uniform depths and thicknesses
Flaws are virtually eliminated or widely dispersed
in the manufacturing process
Made with about 10% moisture content, perfect
for home construction
Stable and consistent – doesn’t warp, twist or
change shape
Stronger than dimension lumber, so less may be needed
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